Get your app in front

of billions of users.
Launching apps in the Microsoft Office 365 store
enables you to reach a global market while
optimizing the overall value of your apps. Work
with 3Sharp, the leaders in developing apps for
Office and successfully deploying them in the Office
365 store, to take your SaaS offering and put it in
the hands of billions of Microsoft Office users.

Why work with 3Sharp?
•

Proven track record for success
with enterprise customers

•

14+ years of experience building apps
from conception to publication

•

Experience working with modern app
structure two years before its inception

•

A complete team of developers, QA,
and project managers

•

Seamless integration with your
team and processes

Maintain and support
code on your own
Our holistic handoff includes:
•

Architectural and code
walk-throughs

•

Well-documented code base

•

Commented source code
for easy consumption

•

Flexible hosting options with a
new or existing Azure subscription,
custom deployment packages or
via our own managed
Azure subscription

Our experience gives you an advantage, as we can accurately
create and deploy your apps while also proactively predicting
and preparing for any challenges that may arise.

Let us do the heavy lifting

to get your app into the Office Store.
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App integration projects can take as little as

6 weeks to complete and have the following structure:

How we get it done
1

Questionnaire
3Sharp will send you an initial

4

Development
Because our development cycle is only a matter

questionnaire to gain an understanding

of weeks, we require close integration with your

of your product, your available API

team, including access to developers who can

functionality, security options, UI Design

give us API guidance, a product owner who can

guidance, links to your privacy policy, and

attend our 15 minute daily standup meetings,

other aspects of your offering.

and as many stakeholders as you prefer, who can
attend our weekly demos.

2

Needs Analysis
Our project managers, developers, and
quality assurance teams will meet with

3

5

Microsoft Review
Once complete, 3Sharp will work with

you to pinpoint your requirements and

you to shepherd the app through the

develop an actionable plan to effectively

Microsoft review process and will

get your app live in the Office Store.

address any issues discovered.

Scope Meeting
Based on our prior discussions and the

6

App Publishing
Once ready, 3Sharp will submit
your app to the Office Store.

questionnaire, 3Sharp’s team will present an
app vision. This will include a deployment
strategy, some approaches to security
integration, a hosting strategy, UI/UX design
approaches, and a review of your design
guides, all while working with your designers.

7

Hosting, Support and
Maintenance
Optionally, 3Sharp will host and maintain the
application for you in our Azure instance while

We will write the code that integrates

providing support and maintenance as necessary.

between your published API and Office 365,
Office Client, or SharePoint. Because we
are highly experienced with these types of
projects, we will identify and address any
conflicts that may arise.

Let’s get started

apps@3Sharp.com
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